Abstract: Chirped fiber Bragg gratings are used as low-loss, dispersion compensation modules for telecommunications applications. Here we use them to make an optical processor that compresses the bandwidth of electronic signals before digitization by an analog-to-digital converter.
Introduction
The resolution and sampling rate of today's best analog-to-digital converters are limited by semiconductor device technology [1] and for many years, researchers have investigated a wide range of optical schemes to overcome these limitations [2] . One of the most promising technologies, called the time-stretch photonic analog-to-digital converter (ADC), impresses an electronic signal onto a broadband chirped optical field and propagates this field through a module with large dispersion, typically hundreds of kilometers of dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) [3] . The effect of this dispersion is to stretch both the optical and the electronic signals and stretch ratios up to 250 have been obtained [4] . Most electronic ADCs operate with continuous time signals and configuring the time stretch ADC for continuous time requires additional steps that can be performed with chirped fiber Bragg gratings (CFBG) [5] . In this talk we will discuss the trade off between CFBG and DCF for a continuous time bandwidth compression optical processor and present results obtained with CFBGs.
Bandwidth compression
Optical processing to produce bandwidth compression can be described by the basic architecture used for time-limited signals and depicted in Figure 1(a) . A broadband optical pulse source, which is obtained from a femtosecond laser or a supercontinuum source, is broadened in time and chirped with a chromatic dispersion device, such as DCF, with dispersion parameter D 1 . Next, a high frequency electronic signal is modulated onto the envelope of this chirped optical pulse. The time duration of this input signal equals that of the chirped optical pulse, T, entering the modulator. Additional spreading in time is obtained through a second dispersive device, which results in a time-stretch or bandwidth compression factor [3] . Note that the term bandwidth compression used here should not be confused with the more common process of frequency downconversion to an intermediate frequency (IF) stage. In compression, the bandwidth and center frequency of the signal are both reduced by the same factor while in downconversion the bandwidth of the electronic signal is unchanged but the center frequency or carrier are reduced. After optical compression, an optical-to-electrical converter (e.g., a photodiode) recovers the electronic signal for digitization at an ADC. This process results in an M-times multiplication of the effective sampling rate and input bandwidth of the electronic ADC. In this scheme, a continuous-time optical signal is obtained by broadening adjacent optical pulses so that they just overlap each other; this requires that T ~ 1/frep, where frep is the repetition rate of the pulsed optical source. Electronic signals are then modulated onto this continuous stream of chirped optical pulses by the optical modulator. Next, each pulse is divided into 4 segments of duration S, and demultiplexed into an equal number of channels. This de-multiplexing can be performed without a fast switching gate by using a passive wavelength-division-multiplexer (WDM). Within each channel, the duty a35_1.pdf TuB6.pdf cycle is reduced to 25% and the maximum allowable stretch factor is T/S = 4. A dispersive element is used to stretch the temporal profile of each pulse by the factor M and each of the four channels is digitized by an independent ADC. Finally, the digitized continuous time signal is obtained by interleaving the sequential segments off line in a digital storage and processing module. 
Role of chirp fiber Bragg gratings
While conventional telecom fiber such as SMF-28 and dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) modules work well for the single shot time-stretch ADC, their loss is too high, or more accurately, their dispersion-to-loss ratio is too low for practical continuous time operation. Typical pulse repetition rates required for our system from femtosecond lasers and supercontinuum sources are 10-100 MHz, leading to interpulse times of 10-100 ns. Stretching an optical pulse with 20 nm of bandwidth to 10-100 ns requires 5.5-55 km of DCF (dispersion parameter D = -90 ps/km/nm [3] ) and this introduces 3.3-33 dB of loss. This is not impossible to deal with because an erbiumdoped fiber amplifier (EDFA) can be inserted in the system before the modulator. On the other hand, the second stretching of a factor of 10 or more would require at least an additional 90-900 ns of dispersion resulting in 30-300 dB of loss. 10s of dB of loss can be compensated with amplifiers and in fact, distributed Raman amplifiers were used to compensate this loss to obtain the stretch ratio of 250 that led to an the demonstration of an effective sampling rate of 10 terasamples/second [4] . The power required for the Raman amplifiers and the complexity of the Raman pumped system are undesirable for continuous time operation and large stretch ratios or long interpulse times are not possible with DCF.
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Fiber Bragg gratings are well known components used as filters in telecommunications and other applications. These gratings have a period λ opt /2n where λ opt is the optical wavelength and n is the refractive index in the fiber. Bragg gratings are typically written in fiber by absorption of UV or blue light at germanium defects with a spatial pattern controlled by an interference pattern or a mask. Chirped fiber Bragg gratings are Bragg gratings in which the period varies linearly with distance down the fiber. Reflection from CFBGs is clearly dispersive with different wavelengths propagating further down the fiber before reflection. CFBGs have been made by at least 4 commercial vendors at present. The reflectivity is near unity and the insertion loss is on the order of 3 dB in commercial gratings. Best of all for the system shown in Fig. 1(b) , the wavelength band of CFBGs can be tailored to the exact band needed after the WDM as opposed to fiber in which the dispersion is the same over a wide band. Thus a 10-m CFBG can introduce the entire dispersion over a band of less than 1 nm. CFBGs can also be used as the low-loss WDM element shown in Fig. 1(b) .
The longest CFBGs known to us at present are sold commercially by Proximion Fiber Systems (Kista Sweeden). They offer a replacement product for DCF with 2000 ps/nm and insertion loss of 3-4 dB. One of these CFBGs used with 20 nm of optical bandwidth gives 40 ns of dispersion. Larger dispersion can be obtained with the commercial product by concatenating multiple CFBGs with circulators (loss = 1-2 dB). Proximion also suggests that future products may include up to 5000 ps/nm in a single CFBG with 3-4 dB of loss [5] . Such CFBGs or other low loss dispersive modules are the key to continuous time operation of a bandwidth compression optical processor based on the time-stretch ADC technology.
